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In this paper the following main theorem is proved. 
THEOREM. Let G be a finite simple group with a Sylozv p-normalizer in G of 
order 3p. If there is a nonprincipal ordirzary irreducible character of degree at most 29 
in the principal p-block, then G is isomorphic to one of the groups L(3, 2), d7 , 
U(3, 3), L(3, 3), U(3, 4), L(3, 4), W3, 5), or iI8 
1. INTRODUCTION 
1 .l. In this paper finite simple groups, G, with a Sylowp-subgroup whose 
normalizer has order 3p, which have a nonprincipal ordinary irreducible character 
of small degree in the principalp-block, are studied. 
In Section 2 several preliminary results primarily dealing with the values of the 
characters in B,(p) are obtained. In particular, inequalities relating the degrees 
of these characters are derived so that the task of solving the degree equation for 
B,(p) is simplified. Also quite precise information regarding the values of 
characters of the group on involutions is obtained. 
In Section 3 the simple groups with a Sylow p-normalizer of order 3p having a 
nonprincipal ordinary irreducible character of degree n < 29 in B,(p) are found. 
First, given II, the degree equation for B,(p) is solved. Then the possible degree 
equations are studied using the character information from Section 2, class 
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algebra coefficients, and various other character theoretic techniques. ‘I’hus it is 
shown that the only such groups with n :< 29 are L(3, 2), -d7, U(3, 3) L(3, 3), 
LJ(3,4), L(3,4), U(3, 5), and =;1, .
In general, upper-case letters denote groups, and Sp is used to denote a 
Sylowp-subgroup. If =1 is a subgroup of G, then N(,q), C(d), ~ G : Ad 1, I _-1 j, Z(-il) 
denote the normalizer of i;l in G, the centralizer of&J in G. the index of A in G. 
the order of ‘-1, and the center of .-1 in G, respectively. 
The notation A+,, is used for a group clement of order n. ‘I’hen C(r,J denotes the 
centralizer of the clement N,, in G. Upper-case Greek letters denote ordinarv 
characters and lowercase Greek letters denote modular characters. An ordinary 
character of degree m is denoted by x,,, . 
The notation a(.~, , s, , x7>.) denotes the class algebra coefficient which is the 
number of ways each element of the conjugacy class of N,< can be written as a 
product of an element of the class of s, and an element of the class of s, Similarly 
b(.Y, ) s, ) x1, . xt) denotes the number of ways each element of the class of S, 
can be written as a product of an element of the class of .x‘, , an clement of the 
class of xi , and an clement of the class of So . 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
In the sequel, G is a finite simple group satisfying the hypothesis 
I N(Sp)l =. 3A for a Sylow p-subgroup Sp. (3.1) 
Rrauer’s work [4] yields the following information concerning B,(p), the 
principal p-block of G. 
Let ‘zD be an element of order p and let .x~ be a p-regular element. Then B,(p) 
contains the principal character 1, two other nonexceptional characters 11, r, 
and (p - I)/3 exceptional characters ho”‘, HZ =; 1, 2,..., (p ~- 1),13. There are 
signs S, , 6, , 6’ = &l such that A(x,) = 6, , r(.Q =m S, , A( 1) Sl (modp)- 
I’( 1) :m 8, (mod p), z x(~~~)(.YJ em= 6’, x(“‘)(l) =: -36’ (mod p), vz = 1, 3,..., 
(p - 1)/3, and 
1 + S,A(x,) $- SJ(x,) + s’x(‘yxJ = 0. (2.2) 
If x, = 1 in (2.2) we obtain the degree equation for B,,(p), 
1 + S,A(l) + SJ(I) t- s’p”‘(1) = = 0. (2.3) 
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We next list several results which are extremely important in using the degree 
equation for B,(p) to obtain information about the structures of various sub- 
groups of G. The first two lemmas appear in the work of Brauer and Tuan [7]. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let G be a simple group of order p qb Y, where p and q aye pimes, 
(pq, r) =_ 1. Suppose the degree equation for B,(p) is Eq. (2.3) and G has no 
elements of oyder pq. Then for any q-block, B(q), 2 &xi(l) = 0 (mod qb), where 
the summation is taken over all characters in B,(p) n B(q). 
We shall refer to Lemma 2.1 as “block separation.” 
LEMMA 3.3. If G is a simple group, x is an ordinary irreducible character of G 
of degree p‘, s 0, then x cannot be in B,(p). 
It also follows from [7] that there are two possible trees for B,(p). These trees 
are illustrated in Fig. 2.1. Here xu. , xX , xu denote, respectively, characters of 
degree W, s, and 1’. 
/’ xs 





These trees determine the signs of the terms in the degree equation (2.3) 
for B,(p). Thus with the type I straight-line tree, Eq. (2.3) has the form 
1 + .Y = w + y, (2.4) 
and with the type 11 tree the equation is 
1 + 2X Z-T w. (2.5) 
Note that we have not specified which vertex of the tree corresponds to the 
exceptional characters xcrn). 
LEMMA 2.3. Let G be a simple group satisfying hypothesis (2.1). Then the 
t-vpe II tree for B,(p) is impossible. 
Proof. Since the two characters of degree x are complex conjugates they have 
the same value, say U, at an involution z2 in Z(S,), the center of a Sylow 2-sub- 
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group. Then Eq. (2.2) implies that xW(z3) -= 2u $ 1. It follows from the work 
of Brauer and Fowler [6] that the class algebra coefficient 
a(w, w, XI,) = 0 (2.6) 
for any involution Q for a group satisfying hypothesis (2.1). Kow a short calcula- 
tion of ~7(z? , z z , s,,) yields that IL = s, contradicting the simplicity of G. 
The following lemma is extremely productive in eliminating possible degree 
equations. The proof given here is due to Keller [17]. In [ 1 I, Part II] Feit proves 
a result which implies this lemma. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let G be a simple group satisfying lypothesis (3. I ) with dekwee 
equation (2.4) for B,,(p), then eos~ is a positire integral square. 
Proof. Let za E Z(S,). Then Eqs. (2.2) and (2.4) imply that 
t -h- X&J =-- x&J t x&J, (2.7) 
where x,, , xi,. , xB arc characters in B,,(p) of degrees s, zc, 3~. respectively. The 
result now follows easily from Eq. (2.6) with w m- za . 
Nest we note the well-known and, for us, cstremely useful fact that if ,Y is 
any irreducible character of a group, then the character x2 can be expressed as 
x2 2 0 ~. 9’, where the characters 0 and p are, respectively, the alternating and 
symmetric parts of ss. Slso if Cy is any element of the group, then 
x4 = XX'W - xk")l and $$.:I == A[x’(g) -7 x(g”)l. (2.X) 
LERlMA 2.5. Let the Agree equntiou for B,(p) be 1 -k s -= .\’ it 3. 
(1) If z 3 (modp), then 
(a) .x .‘. 9 xllel2 p = 7 and 
(b) .Y . ;(z’ - 2:) zc~/en p . 7. 
(2) [f z --- I (mod p), then 
(a) .x ,i(.z” 32) rchen .x 1 (mod p) and 
(h) s _ [3/(2p ~~~ 2)](2” - 32) when .2’ -3 (mod p). 
Proof. Let x1, denote an element of order p. Then S, :- ‘xp;i and 
/ N(S,,): S,, 1 -~: 3. Since x n is not conjugate to its inverse in N(S,), it is not 
conjugate to its inverse in G. C’onsequently, the (p -- I)/3 exceptional characters 
in B,(p) are not real and must occur in pairs of complex conjugates. Further- 
more, if x is a typical exceptional, 
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where p is a primitive pth root of unity and 1 < R < p satisfies h” :::I I (mod p). 
This is a consequence of the action of an element of order 3 in N(S,) on <IX,‘\. It 
now follows that 
(xx)(hy,,) 3 + (+x‘ + pk~? I pt2-i) -1 (+i + pk-r. _ pi-k2). (2.9) 
The character XX involves 1, exactly once, so the remaining contribution to the 
right side of Eq. (2.9) must be made up by other characters from B,(p) being 
involved in ~2. \Vhen p = 7, the right side of Eq. (2.9) is 2, so that XX must 
involve xJ at least once. This gives l(a). When p > 7, it is apparent from 
Eq. (2.9) that XX must involve at least two exceptional characters and xs at least 
twice. Part l(b) follows from this. 
To prove (2) we will examine xZ3 and xa”. (Note that Lemma 2.3 implies that 
x2 is real because it is a nonexceptional character on the main stem of the tree 
for B,(p).) Since xZ2 is the direct sum of its alternating and symmetric parts (see 
Eq. (2.8)) and also involves 1, , it follows that (xZ2, x3’) c> 3. Write 
xe3 = alo + bxz + c-0 + 7, (2.10) 
where n, /I, c are nonnegative integers and 
H == XJ if s 1 (modp), 
x 1 Xsr” if s -3 (modp). 
Now b -~ (x-“, x2) = (x2, x-2) > 3. s. mce xZ3(~r,) = - 1 and bx~(.v~) ::= -b, the 
characters 1, and B must make up a positive contribution of at least 2. If a = 
(xc”, I(;) > 0, then (xZ3, xZ) > 0, in which case xZ2 involves xZ. Since (x-s, 1 o) = 1, 
we would then be forced to have 0 involved in ~~2. This would give s < 12 - z 
if s I (modp) and s < [3/(p - l)](~” - Z) if x -3 (modp). These 
inequalities are more stringent than 2(a) and 2(b) since z 1; 6 here. Therefore, 
me may assume u 0. Then we must have c 3 2 in Eq. (2.10), which leads 
directly to the desired result. 
The following lemma bounds the size of the prime divisors of G in terms of the 
de,gree of an irreducible character of G. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let G be a simple group satisfying &pothesis (2.1), let ,y be a 
nonprincipnl irreducible character of G, and let r be any prime dividing / G I. 
Then either x( 1) > r - 1 or G is isomorphic to L(2, 7). 
Proof. Suppose there is a prime P dividing i G 1 and a nonprincipal irreducible 
character x of G such that x(l) < r - 1, Then the work of Feit [I 1, Part I] 
implies that G is isomorphic to L(2, r) or r - 1 is a power of 2 and G is isomor- 
phic to 1;(2, I’ - 1). It is well known (cf. [14. Chap. 21) that the self-centralizing 
cyclic Hall subgroups of L(2, 8) are of index 2 or +(q - I) in their normalizers. 
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The latter could only occur when 4 = Y for a Sylow ~-subgroup. ‘l’hen since G 
satisfies hypothesis (2. I ) we would have q I’ =: 7, whence G is isomorphic 
to L(2, 7). 
Our next lemma gives information regarding character values at an involution. 
A proof of this result appears in Hall [ 161. 
LEMMA 2.7. Let G he a simple gtwup satisiving h-vpothesis (2.1;). let s he atl\ 
iweducible character of G, and let w be any involution in G. Then 
x(w) x( 1) (mod 4). 
Our final preliminary result deals with the coeflicient O(.\, 1, , v,,. , ,x,). It 
also appears in Hall [ 161, w tic i is attributed to S. D. Smith. h . t 
3. PROOF OF THE %IAI.Y 'I'HEOREXZ 
I\;est we apply the results of Section 2 to find all simple groups satisfying 
hvpothesis (2.1) with a nonprincipal irreducible character of dcgrce II 29 in 
k(P). 
LEMInlA 3.1 I,et G be 0 simple group saiisf$?g h~~pothesi.~ (2.1 J Fisitlt n tiuw 
principal chnracter qf initlimn dqyree n in I$,( p). Then 
( I ) It is impossible that n 2 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8. 9, 10, 1 I, 14. 15, 19. 21, 23, 26, 
or 28. 
(2) If II =~: 3, then G is isomorphic to L(3, 7). 
(3) Ifn = 6, then G is isomorphic to il, OP U(3, 3). 
Proof. If II ~~~ I, G is not simple. If 11 =:m 7, 4, 5. 7, 9. I I, 19. 2 I. 26, or 28 
there is no choice for p z 1 (mod 3) consistent with the Hrauer relations above 
Eq. (2.2). If 11 =- 8, the relations above Eq. (2.2) yieldp 7 and I ~.~ 8 3 .~ 6 
is the degree equation for B<,(7). Th., IS contradicts the minimality of II. Similar 
arguments show that II cannot be 14, 15, or 23. LVhcn II 10, the relations above 
Eq. (2.2) yield p = 7 with degree eqation I mi s m_ 10 -,’ ;‘I ,i j<,,(7). Then 
Lemma 2.5 yields s -: 100. Sow Lemma 2.6 implies that G 2” j/j 5” 7 1 IJ, 
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Thus (x, y) = (15, 6) (36, 27), (64, 55), or (99, 90). In the first case, the 
minimality of n is contradicted while in the other cases the product 10~~ is not 
a square, contradicting Lemma 2.4. Thus n cannot be 10. This proves (1) above. 
When rz = 3, the work of Blichfeldt [3] im pl ies that G is isomorphic to L(3, 2). 
And when n = 6 the work of Lindsey [I 81 yields G as isomorphic to -17 or 
l(3, 3). 
It is an easy matter to verify that L(3, 2). -4, , and U(3, 3) satisfy hypothesis 
(2.1) with p = 7 and degree equations 1 -!- 8 = 3 + 6, 1 + 15 == 6 + 10, and 
1 ;- 32 == 6 + 27, respectively, for B,,(7). 
Remark. Note that L(3, 2) is isomorphic to L(2, 7) so that Lemma 3.1 is 
consistent with Lemma 2.7. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let G be a simple group satisjj~in~ l?\‘pothesis (2.1) with a non- 
principal character qf degree n ill B,(p). Then 
(1) Ifn == 12, then G is isomorphic toL(3, 3) or’ 1;(3, 4). 
(2) It is impossible that n = 13. 
Proof. When a = 12, p must be 13, and the degree equation for B,(13) has 
the form 1 -?- s = 12 + y. Then the relations above Eq. (2.2) and Lemma 2.5 
imply that N ,< 1728 if X~ is nonexceptional and x < 432 if xz is exceptional. 
Thus (x, y) = (36, 25), (66, 55) (88, 77) (231, 220) (27, 16), or (7.5, 64). In the 
first four cases the product 12sy is not a square contradicting Lemma 2.4. 
When (x, y) = (27, 16), Lemma 2.7 implies that 1 G ~ =y 2” 3b 5’~ 7” 11” 13. Then 
the block separation Lemma 2.1, applied in turn to B,( 13) n B,(2) and B,( 13) n 
B,(3), yields a = 4 and b = 3. Schur’s work [19], applied to the rational 
character of degree 12, implies that e < 1, d < 2, and c =< 3. If e = 1, block 
separation yields a contradiction when it is applied to B,(13) n B,(ll). Now a 
count of Sylow 13-subgroups yields 1 G I == 2” 33 13. Then the work of Wales [22] 
gives G as isomorphic to L(3, 3). When (x, y) = (75, 64), Lemmas 2.1, 2.7, and 
Schur [ 191 imply that I G j = 2G 3” 5D 7’ I 1 d 13, where d 2.s 1, c I. 2, b -. 3, and 
cz .d< 8. -4s in the case above, d f 1 by block separation. If b = 3, then block 
separation applied to B,(5) n B,(l3) yields x75 E B,,(5). Let z3 E %(S,). Then 
xT6(zr,) - 75 (mod 125) whence x~~(x& = -50. But then (x,~ ~ $1~~‘:) 1 ::zg’ ) r= 
(75 - 200)/5 which is absurd. Thus b == 2. Kow a count of Sylow 13-subgroups 
yields c = 0. The consideration of the coefficient a (w, w, .~a) utilizing Eq. (2.6). 
where w is any involution, yields &w) := -4. Thus G has no elementary 
Abelian subgroup of order 8. Thus by [l], G is isomorphic to U(3,4). It is an 
easy matter to verify that L(3, 3) and U(3, 4) satisfy hypothesis (2.1) with p = 13 
and degree equations I -I-- 27 = 12 + 16, 1 -t 75 :-:z 12 + 64, respectively, for 
Bdl3). 
When n = 13, p = 7 and the degree equation for B,(7) has the form 1 -:-- J = 
13 f 1’. Here Lemma 2.5 yields .Y ~1 1079 when x,,, is nonexceptional and 
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s <: 539 when xs is exceptional. Then Lemmas 2.4 and 2.6 yield (x, ?I) = 
(39, 27), (25, 13), or (64, 52). Then (x, ~1) := (39, 27), and it follows from a result 
in [9] on characters of prime degree that C(S,,) -: S’,, . Application of block 
separation yields B,,(7) n B,(l3) =-: {l, xp,j. If 1 N(S,,): S,, j --= 3, then the 
degree equation for 17,( 13) would be 1 i- 27 = 12 +- 16. But then xlz, xl6 E B,,(7), 
which is a contradiction. Thus there is an involution w in N(S,,). Then restric- 
tion of xz7 and xl3 to N(S,,) yields that j x&w); << 1 and 1 xs,(w)i : ; 3. Then 
by Lemma 2.7, x13(w) : I and x?~(oJ) = - 1 or 3. Now computation of the 
coefficient a(w, w, x7) shows that Eq. (2.6) fails. When (s, J) : (25, 13), block 
separation, Lemma 2.6, and Schur [ 191 yield i G i mz 2” 3” 5” 7 1 1 I’ 13, where 
c .- 1. Block separation applied to B,(7) n R,( I 1) yields c := 0. Also Stanton 
[20] implies C(S,,) --: S,, since sz5 c B,( 13). Here, as in the case of (N, 1’) = 
(39, 27), there is an involution w in N(S’,,) such that x13(w) ==- 1 for each charac- 
ter xln of degree 13 and then a(w, W, x7) gives a contradiction. Finally when 
(x, J?) =~: (64, 52), block separation yields 1 A’, / = 64. Thus &w) -m= 0 for any 
involution w. Then Eq. (2.6) and a(w, W, x7) yield xlJw) = --3. Thus G has no 
elementary Abelian subgroup of order 8. Thus by [I], G is isomorphic to 
L(2, q), 1,(3, q), C:(3, q), or A7 . But Schur and Lemmas 2. I, 2.6 yield G = 
P 3” 5b 7 13 with n :< 9, h :: 3. Then a count of Sylow 7-subgroups yields 
IG; -z 26 3’ 7 13, 26 3j 5 7 13, iG 36 5? 7 13, 26 3 53 7 13, or 2” 37 53 7 13. None 
of these is the order of an L(2, q), L(3, q), C’(3, s), or -4,. This completes the 
proof of Lemma 3.2. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let G he a sim$e group zhiclr satisfies &vpothesis (2. I ) and which 
has an irreducible character of degree n in B,(p). Then 
(1) If n = 16, G is isomorphic to L(3, 3). 
(2) It is impossible that n == I I, 18, or 22. 
hoof. When n := I6 we can have p _ 13 or 19. But Lemma 2.6 implies that 
the only choice is p =~ 13. The degree equation for B,,( 13) is I A s ~-1 ~1 -1 16. 
The relations above Eq. (2.2) together with Lemmas 2.5 and 2.4 imply that 
s 1 (mod 13), .Y ::: I 12, and I6sv is a square. The only solution to the degree 
equation satisfying these conditions is 1 27 = 12 I- 16. So G is isomorphic to 
L(3, 3) by Lemma 3.2. 
If II == 17 we must have p == 7 and the degree equation for B,,(7) is I r s : 
y I-- 17. Lemma 2.5 implies .t’ .:< 289. The only solutions consistent with the 
relations above Eq. (2.2) and with Lemmas 2.4 and 2.6 arc I + 50 -: I7 + 34 
and 1 -(- 169 == 17 -L 153. However, the latter solution implies 13”/ G , which 
is impossible by Schur [I 91. In the former solution, G has a rational-valued 
character of degree 17, so that S,, == I7 by [ 191. In addition, a result in Feit 
[9] on irreducible characters of prime degree implies C(S,,) = S,, . Kow, since 
I N(S,,): s,, 1 x, 1 and diridcs 16, !V(S’17) has a dihedral subcroup 1) of order 34. 
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Restriction of xl7 and xsr to D and application of Lemma 2.7 shows that 
x1,(w) = 1 and x3&w) = 12 f or any involution w c D. But then a(~, w, x,) f 0, 
which contradicts Eq. (2.6). 
If n == 18 we have p = 7 or p = 19. When p = 7, the degree equation for 
B,(7) is 1 f 18 = zu + y. There is no solution satisfying Lemma 2.4 and the 
relations above Eq. (2.2). So p = 19 and the degree equation for B,(19) is 
1 + x = y + 18. Lemma 2.5 implies x < 481 when xX is exceptional and 
x < 2889 when xz is nonexceptional. Furthermore, x and y divide j G 1 which, 
by Lemma 2.6 and [19], is of the form 2a 3b 5 7d 11” 13f 179 19 with d < 3, 
e,f,g G 1. The only solution to 1 + x = v + 18 which satisfies these conditions, 
Lemma 2.4, and the relations above Eq. (2.2), is 1 + 153 = 18 + 136. For this 
solution / S,, j = 17, so that block separation gives xis E Bt,( 17). Then C(S,,) = 
S,, by [20]. Now N(S,,) must have a dihedral subgroup D of order 34. Restric- 
tion of xl8 , xls3 , and x136 to D shows that I xls(w)I < 2, I x~~~(w)I < 9, and 
1 xi&w)( < 8 for any involution w E D. But then a(w, w, xn,) # 0, which 
contradicts Eq. (2.6). 
When n = 22 the choices for p are p = 7 or 19. If p = 7, the degree equation 
for B,(7) is 1 + 22 = zu + J’, which has no solution such that 2220~ is a square. 
So p -= 19 and the degree equation for B,(19) is 1 + x = y + 22. Now Lemma 
2.5 implies x < 220. The only solution consistent with Lemmas 2.4 and 2.6 
and the relations above Eq. (2.2) is 1 -t 77 = 22 + 56. To eliminate this 
solution, suppose 7”/1 G 1. Block separation then implies that B&19) C B,(7). 
If x, is an element of order 7 in Z(S,), then x,,(z,) = 28 (mod 49) and ~~~(.a+) = 7 
(mod 49). Restriction of these characters to (x,) shows that x?,(z,) = 28 and 
~~~(2,) = 7. However, this implies xaa(z,) = 22, a contradiction. Thus 
7a f ! G I. Now block separation applied to B,( 19) and B,(7) forces the six 
exceptional characters of degree 22 to be in B,(7). This contradicts the fact that 
the tree for B,(7) has at most seven vertices which alternate i-1 (mod 7). Thus 
no group G exists in this case. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let G be a simple group satisfying hypothesis (2.1) with a non- 
principal character of degree n in B,(p); then it is impossible that n = 24 or 25. 
Proof. When n = 24, p is 7 and the degree equation for B,(7) is 1 + x = 
24 -+ -v. Then the relations above Eq. (2.2) and Lemma 2.5 yield x < 57.5. Now 
Lemmas 2.4, 2.6 yield (X,-V) = (50, 27) or (575, 552). In the former case the 
work of Hall [16] gives a contradiction. In the latter case consideration of the 
character xa4za4 at an element X, of order 7, where xa4 is any one of the 
7-exceptional characters, yields xzaxa4 = 1 + x5,5 . Thus (xi, , ,&) = 2. Thus 
the alternating and symmetric parts of x& are both irreducible of degree 276 
and 300, respectively. This is inconsistent with the composition of B,(7). 
When n = 25, p could be 7 or 13. If p = 7, the degree equation for B,(7) 
must be 1 + 25 = 6 + 20 or 1 + 25 = 13 + 13. It follows from Lemmas 3.1 
.+81/61/z-3 
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and 3.2 that each of these equations is impossible. Rhen p :- 13, Lemma 2.5 
gives x %Z 1943 when xr is exceptional and s < 7775 when xz is nonexceptional. 
Kow Lemma 2.6 and Schur yield 1 G 1 =z 2” 3O Sr 7d 11’ 13 17f 19g 23”, where 
f, 6, h < 1 and e < 2. Then Lemma 2.4 and a short calculation yield (x, J) = 
(27, 3) (49, 25) as the only possible solutions to the degree equation for B,( 13). 
In the first case, Lemma 3.1 gives a contradiction. When (x, 3’) =: (49, 25), 
block separation and [4] yield / G 1 =- 2” 3” 5” 7” II’ 13, where e =. 0 or 2. Here 
a count of Sylow 13-subgroups yields a as even. Now let o bc any involution in 
G and let u and v be the values of the two characters of degree 25 on W. Then 
Lemma 2.7 yields u = zl = 1 (mod4). Now Eq. (2.6) and the class algebra 
coefficient n(w, w, a+J yield z.1 = (4~ - 25)/3 or Y = (3~ + 25)/4. A short 
calculation then gives the solutions (u, V) = (1, -7) (-7, I), (9, 13) (13, 9), 
(- 11, -23) and (-23, - 11). Nest if we assume that w is a central involution 
then Lemma 2.8 and b(w, w, w, sla) yield u < 11. Thus a <. IO since a is even. 
Now let .ra be a central 3-element. Then if x is either character of degree 25, 
X(X,) = 1 (mod 3). Then the coefficients ~(,va , sj , ,~~a) and b(,v, , ~a, .v3, sra) 
considered in all possible cases yield b 3: 7. Xov- a count of Sylow 13-subgroups 
yields~G~-2~~3a5”7*llal3,2~~3”527”ll”l3,2~~3~5~7’ll~]3,2G3~j~7~ 
11” 13, 263 5272 11” 13, 22 35 5272 112 13, 22 32 52 72 11” 13, 2s 37 5’7’ 13, 
28 3” 5a 7a 13, 2s 3 52 7” 13, 24 3a 5” 7a 13, or 2” 3” 5” 7” 13. If 11 /I G and if 
*a5 denotes either character of degree 25 and zlr tz S,*, , then xz5(z1i) =:~ 3 or 14. 
Then the coefficient a(+ , al1 , N,) yields that the characters of degree 25 have 
the same values at zlr . Now restriction of xas to S,, yields there exist slr and 
~~~~ E Sg such that x2a(~J = xns,(.~il) == 3 and ~a~(~~i) = xz5(yll) == 14. Now 
the coefficients Q(X~ ,~‘ir , x7) and a(w,~‘,, , sg) yield ] C(yn)i/2” 112 3b/Y. Thus 
since 
it must be the case that b > 4 when 1 l/I G I. This eliminates the first, fifth, and 
seventh choices for ; G [. l%ow the coefficients b(w, w, w, s7) and Q(X~ , sj , s7) 
yield ( C(~&3*/a 5”, where xa E S,*. Now if 3/l C(X~)~, then since b <; 7, the 
Sylow 3- subgroup of C(X~) is normal. Thus if ~a E C(N:,) then 5a/J C(s,)(. But 
then u(~a , x:, , x7) gives a contradiction. Thus ! C(X$ : = 52, when the S, is 
a trivial intersection set. Thus the number of S, subgroups in G is congruent 
to 1 modulo 25. Now a count of Sylow 5-subgroups eliminates the second, 
third, fourth, sixth, and eighth choices for 1 G / and gives I N(S,)I = 28 52 when 
1 G / = 28 34 52 72 13. But then since 1 CN(SS)(~S)I = 5a, the class of xa in AT(&) 
must contain 32 elements, which is absurd. When 1 G 1 = 28 3 52 72 13, block 
separation yields that the four exceptional characters of degree 49 and one of the 
characters of degree 25 must be in the same 3 block, B(3). But B(3) can contain 
at most three characters since it is of highest defect 1. Finally when j G 1 = 
2” 35 52 72 13 or 24 3a 52 7” 13, Fong [13] im pl ies that G is a known group. Then 
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a check of the orders of the known simple groups gives a contradiction. This 
proves Lemma 3.4. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let G be a simple group satisf?ring Ilypothesis (2.1) with a non- 
principal character in B,(p) of degree 27. Then G is isomorphic to C’(3, 3) OY 
I,(?, 3). 
Proof. Here p =_ 13 or 7. If p = 13, the relations above Eq. (2.2) imply 
that the degree equation for B,(p) is 1 + 27 = 12 + 16 or 1 f 27 = 3 -f 25. 
In the former case Lemma 3.2 implies that G is isomorphic to L(3, 3), and in the 
latter case Lemma 3.1 gives a contradiction. 
When p = 7, the relations above Eq. (2.2) and Lemma 2.5 yield x < 4900 
when xs is exceptional and x < 9801 when xz is nonexceptional. Now Lemma 2.6 
and Schur yield 1 G 1 = 2” 3b 5” 7 1 Id 13” 17f 199 23h, where f, g, h < 1, d, 
e < 2, and c < 7. Then a calculation using Lemma 2.4 yields (x, y) = (32, 6), 
(50, 24), (242,216), (512,486), or (351, 325). When (x,y) = (32, S), Lemma 3.1 
yields G is isomorphic to U(3, 3). When (x,y) = (50, 24), Lemma 3.4 gives a 
contradiction. When (x, y) = (242, 216), block separation applied to B,( 11) n 
B,(7) yields d = 2, whence xa4a(.v1r) = 0 for all xrr in S;#, . Now xa,(~rr) = 5 
or 16. Restriction of xn, to S,, shows that there are 11-elements srr with 
xa7(x,,) = 16. Then Eq. (2.2) implies that x2r6(~rl) = - 15. Now the coefficient 
a(k , .y ,r , x,) yields a contradiction. When (x, y) = (512,486), block separation 
apphed to B,(3) n B,(7) yields a contradiction. 
Now when (9, y) = (351, 325), block separation gives f =: g = II = 0. 
If e > 1, block separation implies that B,(7) C B,(13). Thus x(.vra) = x(l) 
(mod 13a), for all x E B,(7) and xra E 2(&a). This is inconsistent with Eq. (2.2). 
Thus e = 1. Now if c > 2, then block separation applied to B,(5) n B,(7) 
yields xsas E B,,(5). Thus if zg is an element of order 5 in Z(S,), then ~a~~(+,) = 
75( 125). Then a(zj , z5 , x,) and b(sS , zS , z5, x,) yield c < 5. Now / N(S,,): 
C(S,,)I is divisible by 2; if not, the degree equation for B,( 13) is 1 + 27 = x + y 
with x = y z 0 (mod 7), x = 3 (mod 13),y = 12 (mod 13), which is impossible. 
Suppose w is an involution inverting S,, . Then restrictions of x2, to the sub- 
group s/co), era) yields x2,(w) = 3 or - 1 and / x.&w)1 < 25. But then a(w, W, q) 
yields a contradiction. Thus there is an involution wr which centralizes S,, . 
Now restriction of x2, to <wr , *rra) and a(wl , w1 , .r7) yields 
~~~(4 = -25, x325(4 = - 195, X361(4 = -221. (3.1) 
Here the involution w, must negate a 26-dimensional subspace. Thus any three 
conjugates of wi negate a 24-dimensional subspace. As b(wl, wl, w1 , x,) # 0 
so does an element of order 7. However, an elemnt of order 7 fixes at most a 
three-dimensional space. This contradiction completes the proof of Lemma 3.5. 
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LEMMA 3.6. There is no simple group G which satisfies hypothesis (2.1) with 
an irreducible character of degree 29 in B,(p). 
Proof. In this case we must have p = 13. The degree equation for R,( 13) is 
Ifs ~-1 29,withx-I(mod13) , N :< 391, and 29x-v a square. The only 
solution is I 144 == I 16 + 29. Together Lemma 2.6 and [19] imply 
~ G =- 2” 3” 5’ 7’1 I I ’ I3 17!’ 19” 23’ 29, (3.2) 
where g. II, i 5s I ; e _ 2; d < 4; and c ; 7. 
If h I, block separation implies B,( 13) C B,( 19). However, these degrees 
contradict Brauer [4]. Similar considerations showg == 0 and e = 0 or 2. 
Since G has a rational-valued character of degree 29, a result in [9] imp& 
C(S,,) -~ S,, If X(&J has even order, then it has a dihedral subgroup D of 
order 58. Restriction of xz9 and x14a to D and application of Lemma 2.7 yields 
&w) I and xrA4(w) = 0, *4 for any involution w E 0. But these values 
imply a(~, o, sra) + 0, which contradicts Eq. (2.6). We therefore conclude that 
j N(S,,) : s,, / : 7. 
If b y 2 in Eq. (3.2), block separation implies that x14,r E B,(3). C’onsequently, 
if xs is an element of order 3 in Z(S,), x&za) := 9 (mod 27). Now let 7’ -= ~i~~(zJ 
and u bum xns(,zJs . Then we have 
(3.3) 
wheref(u, V) == -180~~ $- 72~ + 72 uv - 7~’ + 72~ -I- 4140. Since 3”‘ii C(.z&) 
and b ‘2 2, it is evident from Eq. (3.3) that f(~, v) = 0 (mod 243). Now since 
n = 9 (mod 27), it follows that z? = 81 (mod 243) and 72~ :Y 162 (mod 243). 
So f(zc, V) -180~~ - 9u + 90 (mod 243). As a result, we must have 
- 180~” - 9u + 90 :I 0 (mod 243), so that -20~~ - u + 10 ~--: 0 (mod 27). 
But then (U - 2)2 : I 18 (mod 27), which has no solution. This contradiction 
implies h --:= 2 in Eq. (3.2). 
If a Y 4 in Eq. (3.2), block separation applied to B,(13) and B,(2) implies 
x144 E B,(2). If zz is a central involution, then ~r~~(.zJ :X 16 (mod 32). Kow with 
w = ,&u”J and u = x2s(zg), the fact that a(z2 , z3 , xra) = 0 yields 
-180~~-77?+72uv-72v+72u+4140 -0. 
Reduction of this equation mod 9 yields v =- 0 (mod 3). C’onsequently z’ -z 48 
(mod 96), so that z’ = 548. If ZJ = -48, then u = 3 and xrnr(z.,) -- -50, 
which contradicts Lemma 2.7. Thus v = 48, II ::= 13, and xllfi(z,) -~= 36. With 
these values, consideration of b(x, , z2 , Z+ , slJ implies a :g 7. 
At this point, from Eq. (3.2) we obtain 
1 G 1 = 2a 32 5” 7d lie 13 23j 29, 
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where 4 < a < 7, 0 < c -, <7,l~d,<4,e=Oor2,i~l.Ifi=1,block 
separation and [4] imply that xrls E B,,(23). If 1 N(S,,) : C(S,s)/ = 2, then the 
degree equation for B,(23) would be 1 + 116 = 117, which would force the 
I1 exceptionals of degree 117 to be in Ba(29). This would contradict the fact 
that 1 JV(S,,) : S,, 1 = 7. Consequently, if i = 1, we must have 11 /I N(S,s) : 
C(S’,,)] and e = 2. Now a count of Sylow 13-subgroups and 29-subgroups 
shows that no group G exists in this case. 
LEMMA 3.7. If G is a simple group which satisfies hypothesis (2.1) and has an 
irreducible character of degree 20 in B,(p), then G is isomorphic to L(3, 4), [,:(3, 5), 
OY A,. 
Proof. With n = 20 the choice for p is p = 7 or 19. If p = 19 the degree 
equation for B,(19) is I -+ 20 = w + y. There is no solution consistent with 
Lemma 2.4 and the relations above Eq. (2.2). Sop = 7 and the degree equation 
for B,(7) is 1 + .2: = y + 20. Lemma 2.5 implies x < 1985 if xs is exceptional 
and x < 3970 if xs is nonexceptional. Together Lemma 2.6 and [ 191 imply 
/ G / = 2a 3b 5c 7 11’ 13f 17~ 19h, (3.4) 
where I < c < 5, e < 2, f < 1, g < 1, h < 1. There are three solutions to the 
degree equation which are consistent with Lemma 2.4, 1 G 1, and the relations 
above Eq. (2.2): 1 + 64 = 20 + 45, 1 + 144 = 20 + 125, and 1 f 95 = 
20 + 76. We treat each of these possibilities in turn. 
Case I. The degree equation for B,,(7) is I + 64 = 20 + 45. 
The usual consideration of block intersections of B,(7) with B,,(2), B,(l7), 
and B,( 19) yields a = 6, g = 0, and h = 0 in Eq. (3.4). We also getf = 0. For, 
if f = 1, block separation and [4] imply that B,,(7) n B,(13) = {I, xRIj, so that 
x,&xis) =:= - 1. Since ~a,, is a rational-valued character and (xzO i (,r,nj, I ) >, 0, 
xaO(xla) = 7. But then ~~s(~is) = -7, which yields (x1:, !(r15) , I) -I 0, a contra- 
diction. 
If c .> 2 in Eq. (3.4) block separation implies B,(7) C B,,(5). So, if zz is an 
element of order 5 in Z(S,), then ~~,,(a& = -5 (mod 25) and ,Q&) : -5 
(mod 25). Therefore, xaO(zs) = -5 and x~~(.zJ = -5 or 20 (because 
(x I (2,) 1 I) ?: 0). Computation of a(z5 , .a5 , x,) shows that ,Y&zJ -7 -5 and 
c < 4. 
If b ‘5 3 in Eq. (3.4) block separation implies B,(7) C B,,(3). So, if xa is an 
element of order 3 in Z(S,), then x&as) = 45 (mod 27) so that xls(z.J -9 or 
18. Consideration of a(z3 , aa , x,) and b(z, , za , za , x,) now yields b < 5. 
From the above information and Eq. (3.4) we obtain / G : = 2” 3” 5’ 7 I I’, 
where2<b<5,1 <c,(4,andO,(e,(2. 
We next show that e # 2. To the contrary suppose e = 2. If y is an eleven 
element, x&y) = -2 or 9. Restricting xzo to S,, , we find that S,, must be 
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elementary Abelian and contain 20 elements yn with x.s(yu) 9 and 100 
elements xn with xs,,(xn) = = -2. Consideration of u(xn , su , x7) and a(yu , 
ylr , x7) and restricting x45 and xfi4 to S,, show that x45(sll) = 1, ,Y& yll) = 23, 
xsl(xu) m-= -2, and xsl(yrl) = 31. consideration of a(~,, , vu , x7) also shows 
that I C(1,,,),“/3b ? 5’ 11 J. Nom 
implies that c 4. A count of Sylow 7-subgroups yields b = 3, so that ~ G , 
2’ 33 5< 7 1 I 3. We also have ; C(-y,,)( =~= 5? 113. Consideration of a(+ , xl1 , x7) 
implies , C(s,,)~/Y 1 I’. Thus, the centralizer of every 1 l-element has a normal 
S,, . It follows that the S,,‘s are T.I. Therefore the number of S,,‘s is congruent 
to 1 (mod 121). Since 1 C(S,,)~/52 11” and 
.Y(S,,) : C(S,,)/,‘/ GL(2, 11)1 = 2” 3 5” 11, ??,I = 1 G : N(SrJ 
must have the form 2” 34 5~ 7 with n .-:I N 6, 2 -:I /3 -:I 3, and 0 r y 2. .\n 
easy check reveals that no such xrl is congruent to 1 (mod 121). This contra- 
diction implies r 2. 
Ife 1, a count of Sylow 7-subgroups yields G 2’ 3l j 7 1 I or 
3’ 3” 5” 7 I I. The latter group order can be dismissed because xtO would ha\-c a 
value of ~~ 5 on all central 5-elements, so that (xso ‘;s , 1) -:I 0. So we must have 
G, -__ ?‘; 3’ 5 7 11. (‘onsideration of a(,~~, s., , x7) [I implies the only 
possible involution values are x~~(.Y.J = 0, x.,,,(.L) _ 4, and ~rJ.~.,) 3. 
C’ompUtaticJn of b(S, , ,S? , .\‘? , +) then yields ~ C(.~,)l/2~ 3” for all involutions 
s., E G. Block intersection of B,,(7) and &(I I) shovvs that B,(7) n &(I I) 
(12 x45 j&l. Consideration of n(xn , xl1 , x7) then shows x~~,(.T,~) ~-2, 
x~~(.v~~) =- --2, and / C’(X~~)~/~ . II. If j N(S,,) : C(S,J were 10, G would hare 
elements of order 10 in contradiction to the fact that / C(s,)ij36 3:‘. If I T(S,,) : 
C(S,,) m- 2. the degree equation for B,(l 1) would be impossible with 
(1, x1; I 2,;: 2 B,,(ll). so 1 N(S,,) : C(S,J =-- 5 with / C’(S,,)~/3 I I. A count of 
&,-subgroups now gives a contradiction. Thus e := 0 in Eq. (3.4). 
At this point, a count of S,-subgroups shows that ; G / = 26 3” l 5” 7. with 
I .:.. c : 4. Our aim is to show c -=: 1. So assume c G;- 2, whence xzO(:J = 5, 
,v4:,(z5) : -5, and x&J = - 1 1, where 2: is any central 5-element. Once 
again r cannot be 2 or else (xno Is5 ( I) -; 0. In fact / Z(S,)i ~~- 5 for this reason. 
The coefficient n(z, , I:, , ,s7 ) shows that 1 C(~,)j/3’~‘-~‘/” 5”/3 5’. 
Suppose sg is an involution inverting zj . Then D --_ :1x2 , zj :’ is a dihedral 
group. Since ~(2~) = --5 and x2&s,) == 4, (x2,, ID , 1) := 2. But (xl0 )(-,> , 1) 0 
implies (x2,, ID , I) = 0. So x2 does not exist and it follows that N(Z) = C(Z) 
where Z ~: Z(S,). But Z char S, implies N(S,) C N(Z) = C(Z), so that 
; IV(&) j3 51’. A count of S,-subgroups now implies ‘i G ~ m= 2’j 3” 53 7 with 
/ .V(SJ ; C(Z)’ = 3 53. Since j G : No = F 33 7 + 1 (mod 25), there 
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exists a Sylow 5-intersection U = P n Q with 1 CT / = 25. Then 0’ 4 P and 
U 4 Q, so that X z N(U) has at least six S,-subgroups. If R is any one of them, 
U ci R and Z(R) C U. Now no two S,-subgroups have the same center; for, 
if so, then C(Z) would have at least two S,-subgroups, contradicting 1 C(Z); = 
3 . 53. Thus U contains at least six distinct centers of S5-subgroups, so that lJ# 
contains only central 5-elements. Consequently, xzO i U f = - 5, and (xzO lr,., 1) < 0. 
This contradiction finally gives c = 1, so that I G 1 = 26 32 5 7. 
It is well known that the only two simple groups of order 2’j 3a 5 7 are L(3, 4) 
and A, . It is an easy matter to verify that these groups satisfy hypothesis (2.1) 
with degree equation 1 + 64 = 20 1 45 for B,(7). 
Case II. The degree equation for B,,(7) is 1 f 144 = 20 +- 125. 
In this case, consideration of B,(7) intersected with B,(p) for 4 = 5, 11, 13, 17, 
and 19 yields that c = 3, e z 0 or 2, andf = g = h = 0 in Eq. (3.4). 
Furthermore, if a > 4 in Eq. (3.4) th en B,(7) C B,(2) by block separation. 
So, if z3 is an involution of central type, x2,,(x2) = 4 (mod 8) and x1&z2) = 16 
(mod 32). With this information, consideration of a(+ , z2 , x,) and b(z, , zz 
x2 , x7) yields a < 10. 
If 6 :‘-- 2 in Eq. (3.4), then block separation forces B,(7) C B,(3). So, if z3 is a 
central 3-element, xrJ1(z3) I 9 (mod 27). Consideration of a(z3, x3 , x7) shows 
that xs0(z3) = -7; and then consideration of b(z, , z3 , x3, x,) yields b < 8. 
ThuslGl =2a3b53711e,where4<a<10,2~<b<8,ande=Oor2. 
A count of Sylow 7-subgroups yields the following list of possible group orders: 
24 32 53 7, 27 32 53 7, 210 32 53 7, 26 34 53 7, 29 34 53 7, 25 36 53 7, 2a 36 53 7, 24 3s 
53 7, 2’ 3s 53 7, 210 3s 53 7, 26 32 53 7 112, 29 32 53 7 112, 25 31 53 7 113, 28 31 59 
711a,2436537 112,2736537112,21036537112,2638537 11”,and2g3s537 112. 
The results of Beisiegel [2] and Sting1 [21] yield that the only possibility is 
I G 1 = 21 32 53 7 and G is isomorphic to U(3, 5). It is an easy matter to verify 
that cT(3, 5) does satisfy hypothesis (2.1) with degree equation 1 + 144 = 
20 -I 125 for B,(7). 
Case III. The degree equation for B,(7) is 1 + 95 = 20 f 76. 
In this case consideration of B,(7) intersected with B,(13) and B,(17) yields 
thatf = g = 0 in Eq. (3.4). Furthermore, if c -. > 2 in Eq. (3.4), block separation 
shows B,,(7) C B,(5). Th en, if zy, is a central 5-element, xso(zj) m= -5 (mod 25) 
and x&z+) _ -5 ( mod 25). So xzO(ss) = -5 and xsj(zs) = -5, 20, 45, or 70. 
Consideration of a(,-- J , z3 , x,) shows that xgj(zj) = -5 and a(~, , z5 , x,) = 0. 
Computation of b(z, , z :, , x5 , x7) then shows c < 4. So, in any case, c < 4. 
Let z3 be a central 3-element. If one uses the possible values of ~~~(2~3) and 
x,~(+), straightforward computations of a(x3, .x3 , x,) and b(z, , x3, z3, xg) show 
that ZJ -g 10 in Eq. (3.4). 
To get an upper bound for a in Eq. (3.4), assume a > 5. Then block separation 
implies B,(7) C B,(2). So, if z2 is a central involution, xaO(zy) -= 4 (mod 8) and 
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~,~(xs) = 4 (mod 8). Using the fact that a(+, , za , x7) = 0, one can find the 
following sets of possible central involution values: 
- 
x20 4 4 -4 -4 12 12 -12 
~~-- 
X76 -4 28 4 -44 52 36 -20 
_____ 
X96 --I 31 --I -49 63 47 -33 
a cQ 9 IO 7 7 6 6 13 
(3.5) 
The cases x~,,(~~) = 112 are impossible as follows. In this situation the involu- 
tion either fixes or negates a 16-dimensional subspace. Now any three conjugates 
of z, fix or negate an eight-dimensional space and as b(z, , z2 , x2 , s,) & 0, so 
does an element of order 7. However, an element of order 7 fixes at most a two- 
dimensional space. This contradiction eliminates the last three columns 
of Table (3.5). The last row of the table shows the bound on a given by 
consideration of h(z2 , z2 , z 2 , x7) in each case. So in any case, a < IO. 
Now block separation implies x2” E B,(19), so that [20] gives C(S,,) = S,, . 
If 2 divides : N(S,,)/, then there is a dihedral subgroup D of order 38. It follows 
that x2,, ID involves each of nine characters of degree 2 exactly once. so that 
i xaO(w)I < 2, where w is an involution in D. As x&w) must be 0 (mod 4) 
x2,,(w) = 0. But then a(w, W, x,) + 0, a contradiction. Thus 1 N(S,,)’ is odd 
and ( N(S,,) : S,, 1 = 3 or 9. If : Ar(S,,) : S,, 1 == 3, the degree equation for 
B,(l9) would be 1 1~ 20 = 18 ml- 2, which is impossible. Therefore, ~ V(S,,) : 
s,, 1 = 9. 
At this point, a count of Sylow 19-subgroups and 7-subgroups yields only four 
possible group orders: 22 32 S 7 19, 22 34 52 7 1 l2 19, 2r” 3s 52 7 19, 2’j 3” 5” 7 
11 a 19. In the first two orders a = 2, so that x2&z,) -= ,&~a) m= 0 and 
&‘(zJ :~ -- I. These values imply a(~~ , za , x~) + 0, a contradiction. To 
eliminate the third group order, recall that c 3 2 implies xz,,(zj) = -5, where 
z5 is any central 5-element, and then note that this makes (xzO Is, , I) < 0. The 
work of Fong [12] on groups whose Sylow 2-subgroups have order 64 eliminates 
the fourth group order. The proof of Lemma 3.7 is now complete. 
We now restate our main theorem which follows immediately from Lemmas 3.1 
through 3.7. 
THEOREM 3.9. Let G be a jinite simple group with a Sylow p-normalizer of 
order 3p. If there is a nonprincipal ordinary irreducible character of degree at most 
29 in the principal p-block, then G is isomorphic to one of the groups L(3, 2), -dT ( 
27(3, 3), L(3, 3), U(3, 4), L(3, 4), U(3, 5), OP A,. 
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